Negation and Adjectives  Expanded Comprehension

Directions: Circle each correct choice.

1) Which one can't be shallow?
   pool          river          book

2) Which one isn't healthy?
   vegetable      jealousy       wheat bread

3) Which person was not a president?
   Abraham Lincoln  Franklin Roosevelt  Betsy Ross

4) Which one is never straight?
   lines          pen            orbit          arrow

5) Which ones aren't opposites?
   enemy – foe      forward – backward       positive – negative  friend – foe

6) Which one has never been considered a planet?
   Jupiter         Earth          Asia           Pluto

7) Which ones aren't visible?
   gas              dirt           the entire universe  New York

8) Which number isn't precise?
   45           approximately 10          46          1

9) Which city has never been in a hurricane?
   Miami          Chicago        Houston        New Orleans